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Abstract

Reviews of soil moisture measurement technologies are counterproductive in attempting to
identify the single approach that has the best overall performance for a range of soil, crop and landscape
conditions. Not only does such an approach preclude the addition of new technologies, but it also
obscures the fact that we have available today sensors and technologies that cover most field conditions,
are well understood in terms of technical capability and are mechanically and electronically reliable. This
review defines decision-making processes for assessing the characteristics, good and bad, of technology
in relation to project objectives. Two processes are needed. The first links soil texture and scale of
variability with the nature of the project, single-plant to catchment scale, to the needs for soil water
measurement. The second lists the capabilities of some devices and shows how they can be selected to
accommodate necessary criteria. It is concluded that the "best technology" is a function of the project
and soil conditions.

1. INTRODUCTION

Fifty years ago, the first proposal was made to use fast neutron thermalisation as a means of
measurement of soil water. The neutron moisture meter (NMM) that developed from that proposal is
now used throughout the world, but the dominance it enjoyed in the 1980s is being challenged by ever-
cheaper electronic sensors and logging systems. However, the initial fanfare associated with the
development of a new soil moisture sensing technology invariably is muted as problems with the
technology are found or unskilled operators apply it in circumstances that were not envisioned, or tested,
by the developers. Reviews of single technologies prove quite useful as they bring up to date and
summarize new technical understanding [1], Comparative reviews of competing technologies [2, 3] often
attempt the nearly impossible task of identifying "the best technology." Assumptions as to the nature of
the soils, climate and application for which the conclusion is valid are often not enunciated and are left to
the reader to infer [4]. Inexperienced readers frequently assume that each conclusion applies in all
circumstances, including the application they are planning. The result is either endorsement of the
product, "This sensor is perfect - it works here too!" or otherwise, "This sensor is rubbish - 1 tried it and
it didn't work." Both conclusions are usually wrong.

In the past 20 years, competing technologies have been hailed as "the answer" for measuring soil
water, and each has been found to have hidden difficulties. It is the aim of this paper to set out, not a
comparative review, but a simple means by which a (relatively unskilled) user of soil water measurement
technology can match the design aims of the project, the properties of the soil(s) of interest, and the
capabilities of available technologies. The instruments used as examples are well understood and
available from a number of commercial sources.

2. PROJECT REQUIREMENTS

Initial classification of projects is by scale of operation and vegetation geometry.

2.1. Single-plant scale

At one end of the range are studies in which the objective is to measure water uptake by a single
plant, or plant root, from a soil layer or layers. The project may take place in a volume of, say, 100 mm
in height and 20 mm in radius and would rarely occupy an area of more than a few m2. For a valid
determinations of water uptake rates in these situations, measures of soil water at the scale of 1 mm are
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useful and a scale of less than 10 mm is highly desirable. Clearly the NMM or time domain
reflectometry (TDR) are inappropriate because of their larger volume of measurement. More appropriate
are heat dissipation sensors or single unit capacitive sensors that can be scaled to mm sizes.

2.2. Catchment scale

At the other end of the spectrum are catchment-scale studies in which soil water is measured as
part of a general balance that includes stream flow7 or runoff to calculate the evapotranspiration of
vegetation. Such may involve several scales of measurement, e.g. the water-extraction patterns across
tree/grassland boundaries and the water contents of soil profiles in grassland and forested areas at
different positions in the landscape. The scale of measurement is such that TDR or capacitive
technologies would, if used in adequate quantity, provide too much detail; the first task would be to
compute averages. In general, these projects must answer such questions as, "What is the profile water
content of north-facing slopes with vegetation 'x'?". Estimates of population variation of interest are
typically in term of "What is the standard error (SE) of profile water content of north-facing slopes?"
rather than "What is the SE of soil water measurements in the 0-100 mm depth of a particular slope
within 1 m of a tree?" This a clear case for use of the NMM because its very large sampling volume
measures soil water content, and its level of variation, at a scale relevant to the aims of the project [5].
Problems with the NMM of near- surface measurements and poor vertical definition are not relevant.
Changes in soil type are usually part of the error measurement.

2.3. One-dimensional projects

One-dimensional water balance studies are common, such as determination of water use of a
cereal crop under uniform irrigation or natural rainfall. In such projects, the crop can be considered to
cover the soil surface uniformly and its roots to uniformly explore each layer of the soil profile.
Measures of soil water need to be taken in the vertical direction only, and differences in lateral directions
can be considered as error. These projects are usually plot-size in scale - of the order of 1 ha or less,
therefore variation in soil type is usually not a consideration.

2.4. Three-dimensional projects

Where irrigation is not uniform or the vegetation either does not uniformly cover the surface or
explore the soil volume, the design must include lateral variation as part of the soil water system under
study, and instrumentation must be set out to measure that lateral variation. Here, lateral variation in soil
water is not "error," but is a critical part of the project.

2.4.1. Medium scale

Measures of soil water are needed on a scale of 1-2 m. An example would be drip irrigation on
grape vines and interaction between dripper wetted soil and root zone. These projects would be plot-size
in scale or of the order of 1 ha, and change in soil type is not usually a consideration.

2.4.2. Large scale

Studies involving trees require a scale of measurement of the order of 10-20 m. These include
native vegetation systems and agroforestry applications with which two or more forms of vegetation
compete for the same soil water. They may be relatively simple studies of the water use patterns of a tree
or at a forest/crop boundary, or considerably more complex investigations of multiple vegetation layers
in native vegetation systems [6-8].

2.5. Projects involving shallow-rooted crops

Projects involving crops of this type (<300 mm depth, e.g. potato) commonly exhibit rapid
changes in soil moisture that imply the use of loggable sensors. Generally they do not suit the NMM
because of its large measurement volume [9-11]. Where the surface is to be tilled or otherwise changed.



considerations of disturbance and damage to sensors must be considered; in some respects, the NMM
has advantages in this regard [12, 13].

3. THE SOIL ENVIRONMENT

Although soil properties play a major role [14], many scientists tend to limit themselves to
describing soil characteristics and otherwise ignore the potential effects of those characteristics, leaving
it to the reader to infer what results would be obtained on a different soil. The interaction between soil
properties and the measurement of soil water is too frequently the cause of poor decision making on
measurement techniques, and is often the cause of failed projects or equivocal results [15, 16]. I have
identified five classes of soils that may affect decisions on selecting technology for water measurement.

3.1. Sandy soils

Sandy soils rarely have volumetric water contents greater than 0.3 mL/mL, therefore they are
uniquely suited to heat-dissipation technology, which is unaffected by salt and can be scaled anywhere
from 1 to 100 mm sensor measurement range. The rapid reduction of hydraulic conductivity with water
content in sands means that, once partially drained, sands can exhibit extraordinarily high variability in
soil water as the zones around plant roots dry, leaving inter-root spaces relatively wet, and unlikely to
equilibrate [17]. This is particularly noticeable in the lower sections of plant root zones where the
distance between roots may be metres [7]. The large sampling volume of the NMM and capacitive
sensor types with a large measurement volume would have an inherent advantage.

3.2. Deep uniform loams or silts

Most measurement technologies work well in these soils - the measurement technology decision
can be made on other grounds.

3.3. Soils of variable texture

3.3.1. Texture gradient soils

Soils that change in texture down the profile present some difficulties for the NMM [18-21],
particularly if the gradients are sharp and detail is required in the estimation of soil water. If detail is
required, then capacitive or TDR technology would be the better choice. However, if detail of the exact
water content at each depth is not required, then the NMM can be used, and the advantages of its large
sampling volume can be utilised if special precautions are taken during calibration [22, 23].

3.3.2. Soils that vary in texture across the field

If variation is on a large scale (i.e. greater than plot size) then the normal techniques of
replicated plot design will usually deal with the problem. Whatever the scale, any measure of water
content in this environment will have high error [24, 25]. For maximum precision, any soil water data in
this situation are best analysed as differences with time (i.e. water use).

In homogenised soil in a calibration vessel, water content and water-content change are indeed,
the same. In the field, water content and water-content change are often quite different because all soils
are variable. The effect is particularly pronounced in soils with a varying amount of clay at a particular
depth. Measurements near the A/B horizon in duplex soils with varying depth to the B horizon is an
extreme case. For example, assume the soil in such a field is all at the same (relatively low) matric
suction, a determination of water content at a fixed depth near the A/B interface will show a large error
because the near saturated water content of a clay and sand are quite different. A similar sample taken at
a time of high matric potential will also show a large error - at high matric potential, clays and sand also
have quite different water contents (Fig. 1).
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In the vast majority of soil water studies, the interest is in calculating the change in water content
or the water '"usev of vegetation. Normally this is done by estimating the water content at the beginning
of a period and subtracting the final water content. However, if the change over the period is calculated
at each measurement point, and these results are then averaged across the field, the result usually has a
much smaller error term than is implied by the change in the water content at each time (Fig. 2). The
reason is that the range of moisture contents in a clay is much the same as the range in a sand. Thus, the
error associated with water use (and the number of sensors to "'sample" that error adequately) may be
much less than if the water content is needed to a particular precision.
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FIG. 1. Typical water contents recorded by NMM in a field with variable soil. The range of variation is
of the order ofO. 1 cc/cc at depth 400 mm.
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FIG. 2. In the same NMM tubes as Fig. I, showing the change in water content over a 100-day period
has a range ofO. 05 at depth 400 mm.
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This has particular connotations for the field calibration of water sensing instruments in such an
environment. In particular, it affects the NMM, which is especially sensitive to clay content and requires
special care if the calibration is not to be biased.

3.4. Soils with gravel or texture variability at <100 mm scale

Small-scale texture variability precludes the use of TDR sensors. TDR does not measure water
that is in "packets" once the soil dries sufficiently to make the water film between packets and matrix
discontinuous. Capacitive sensors do not have this problem, but the effect of soil water variability and
the short measurement range of the sensor would mean that a large number of sensors may be required to
get a good measure of the population mean unless sensors with a large measurement volume are used.

The presence of gravel, particularly if it is in layers, presents physical difficulties for the
installation of instruments, particularly of access tubes that are tightly fitting. The presence of quantities
of ironstone gravel will affect the calibration of all technologies [26-28].

3.5. Clay soils

3.5.1. Clay soils that do not crack or crack on a small (<100 mm) scale

Provided clay soils do not crack, or crack on a scale so that the measurement volume of the
sensor includes several peds, most sensor technologies can be used. However, these soils are often
particularly sensitive to compaction and special care should be taken with the installation of access tubes.
The high hydraulic conductivity of these materials - even when relatively dry, will help to average out
water contents across the medium scale, but the short-sensing range of capacitive sensors and the
probability of some compaction during installation of a column capacitive system would seem to
preclude their use in such substrates.

Clay materials have a wilting point of 0.3 mL/mL and the range of field water contents of
interest is likely to be beyond the range of sensitivity of heat-dissipation technology - therefore these
sensors should not be used in clays.

3.5.2. Clay soils that crack on a large (>100 mm) scale

This environment is the most hostile of all for soil water sensing technologies. Drying of the soil
is not only vertical but horizontal [29] - so even 1-D projects must be treated as 3-D problems. Sensors
with wires (TDR and single-sensor capacitance type) are often pulled out of position by soil movement.
Measurement volumes of all sensor types are often inadequate to average the variability across, say, a 1 -
m diameter ped. Access tubes (NMM and column capacitive) often form nuclei for cracking, and the soil
may dry with the tube at the join of several wide cracks. The massive variability on the scale of cracking,
up to 1 m, precludes the use of most small sample volume sensors in these soils.

Techniques have been developed, however, for the successful measurement of water content in
these soils. The most successful rely on the combined use of the NMM, simultaneous estimation of
density by y-ray absorption and knowledge of the density vs. water-content relationship for the soil to
detect and correct for the massive density variability in the readings caused by cracking and uneven
drying patterns [30-37].

However, even when a measure of "soil water content" is obtained, it must be interpreted with
great care to obtain a meaningful measure of the water content of the field for crop water use assessment.
The volumetric water content in a "ped" needs to be "averaged" across, not only the volume of the
cracks, but also in relation to a depth datum sufficiently deep in the soil that it is fixed as the soil swells.
(The soil surface is no longer constant, the relationship between the top of the access tube and the surface
is not constant, therefore the summation from the surface to, say, a 2-m depth, is a nontrivial calculation).
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4. SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS - RANGE, PRECISION AND ACCURACY

From the discussion above, it should be clear that experiment design must include consideration
of the scale of the project, the scale of the error required, and the scale, accuracy and precision with
which various instruments measure soil water. Sensor characteristics are the starting point, but behind
them must be the characteristics of the technology itself- if we are using heat dissipation or dielectric
constant as a measure of the soil water, how does that surrogate correspond with soil water? Does it
measure soil water on a gravimetric basis, a volumetric basis, or does it respond to soil suction? Is it
sensitive over the full range or only part of the expected range? Next is the consideration of the device as
manufactured, in its ability to sense this chosen surrogate for soil water. How is the technology and the
device affected by factors not related to soil water, e.g. temperature or pore connectivity or air-filled
pores0 How is it affected by soil water related variables such as salinity and pH? If the device is
repeatedly placed in the same environment, will it give the same response even.' time or is it subject to a
random error? What volume of soil does it measure? How difficult is it to install without disturbing the
zone of measurement? Finally, how is the device, technology and calibration affected by soil type and
variations in soil parameters?

Ideally, studies of instrument precision and accuracy should be separated from considerations of
soil or plant variability', but rarely are. The literature has many examples of attempts to address this
question, but they must be read in relation to the author's project-design aims and the soil types on which
the project was carried out. Many authors have reported on studies relating soil variability' and estimating
sensor numbers for a certain precision of measurement [2, 5. 7. 8. 20, 25,].

4.1. Field checks

Any substantial project that uses a sensor for soil water should include a check that the
manufacturer's calibration is reasonable in the soil type of interest. Many authors report discrepancies
such as negative water use [38] that result from using untested calibrations. Checking can be relatively
simple - such as putting a known depth of water onto the soil and making sure that the sensor reads the
same amount [39-41].

Differences between sensors of a similar type from different manufacturers is always a possible
cause of unforeseen problems, especially with newer devices. Generally, a mature technology will have
different problems, because assumptions that are valid for newer machines may be non-valid for older
machines. Obtaining a firm understanding of the history and technology behind each sensor is a good
investment.

4.2. Installation of access tubes for TDR (columns) and NMM

Installation of access tubes should be in a manner that minimises soil disturbance and, in
compressible soils, should preferably be done when the soil is dry. Specifically, soil core sampling or
tube '"ramming" techniques in moist soil [42, 43] will cause compaction some distance from the tube. A
more time consuming but reliable method is the centre withdrawal method [44]. The discrepancy caused
by compaction is serious, but ephemeral and difficult to detect. The effect prevents root accession and
water extraction from the zone being measured during the early soil drying period, but reaches the
correct end point as water is removed from close to the affected tubes by capillary forces rather than by
plants.

The unstructured and incompressible nature of most sands means that access tubes can be
installed with a minimum of cost and almost zero local disturbance of the soil.

4.3. TDR

Time domain reflectometry measures a basic physical property of the material, i.e. the time to
reflect a high frequency electromagnetic pulse, and should give the same reading in the same material to
a precision better than 1% from any instrument with the same type of antenna (sensor). The literature
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implies that the surrogate for the soil water that it measures is 95% dependent on volumetric soil water
content, implying that it can be used with modest precision without calibration. But, in some materials
with discontinuous water films (clay peds in a sand matrix) and in highly saline conditions, it does not
work at all. Most problematical are borderline cases with which the instrument works, but is unreliable.

TDR comes in three forms:

- Surface probes; twin steel rods that must be inserted vertically and in parallel, for near-surface
measurement,

- Buriable probes for deeper measurements, which require a reflectometer for measurement,
- Stand-alone loggable sensor.

Problems reported with surface probes are that they do not work if not perfectly parallel - which is hard
to achieve if the probes are longer than 200 mm. Repeated readings are possible, but not advisable, on
the same rods as they give false readings if loose in the soil. This is mainly a problem with tilled or
lightly textured soils. The buriable probes must, of course, be inserted with minimal profile disturbance.

The volume of measurement is claimed to be the area of soil between the rods, with a thickness
of around 10 to approximately 200 mm.

4.4. Capacitive sensors

Capacitive sensors also measure a surrogate for volumetric soil water content - the dielectric
constant, which depends to a large degree (95%) on soil water only, and is largely unaffected by soil
composition or density. It is affected by salinity, however.

Capacitive sensors should be calibrated because manufacturers do not do so for dielectric
constant. Output is a voltage or frequency, and the factory calibration is usually in conditions of
unknown salinity. Highly conductive soil solutions, e.g. acid, and quantities of ironstone in the soil will
affect the calibration, which is not always linear and depends on the design of the electronics. Quite
frequently, the electronics are sensitive to temperature.

The volume of measurement of capacitive sensors depends on the configuration. The soil within
10 mm of the sensor is responsible for most of the reading. Thus, the type that comes installed in a 50-
mm diameter tube and are installed as a column will measure a ring of soil 10-mm thick around the
sensor. Installation of this type of sensor array must be done with particular care or only the disturbed
soil next to the tube will be measured [44]. A linear capacitive sensor with an element 0.5-m long will
sense a volume of 10 mm radius and 0.5m long, i.e. about 150 mL. Also popular are point sensors that
measure volumes as small as 5mL.

For successful use of capacitive sensors, it is vital that, with such a small sensing distance, the
device is installed with almost no disturbance of the soil in the measured zone.

4.5. Heat dissipation sensors

These sensors use either the thermal conductivity of soil or its heat capacity as a surrogate for
soil water content. Both depend substantially on water content up to 0.3 mL/mL. The technology works
well in light texture soils giving an effectively large measurement volume (which is variable - depending
on amount of heat used). Over 0.3 mL/mL soil water content, the method has little sensitivity, therefore
does not work well for clay soil projects. Heat dissipation sensors usually require calibration.
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4.6. The NMM

4.6.1. Precision

The neutron moisture meter measures the slow neutron flux produced by a source with fixed
emission characteristics. The slow neutron flux in a given environment depends solely on the rate at
which fast neutrons are released, which is a Poisson process with variation (SE) equal to the square root
of the number of counts measured. Thus, the precision of the instrument itself is controlled by the length
of count taken. Any other error in a survey is either field error or calibration error. A study over 10 years,
with thirteen different NMMs [45]. revealed that they were extremely stable and reproduced the same
result unless major changes were made to the machines, e.g. replacement of the counter tube. Modern
instruments collect many more counts per second than do older ones due to more-efficient counter tubes,
therefore they appear to achieve greater precision for a given counting period [46].

4.6.2. Zone of measurement

Extensive studies of the radius of measurement of the NMM have been done, with a range of
results [47-50]. The reason for variation is that the radius of measurement of the NMM differs with
composition of access tube, soil density, hydrogen composition of soil and soil water content. There
seems to be general agreement that minima of 0.2 m laterally and 0.25m vertically are reasonable
average values for a "typical" soil. However, it is worth noting that these are for a moist soil (0.3
mL/mL) and probably of substantial (30%) clay content. An important feature of the NMM is that in
soils with low-clay or low-water content (hence low hydraulic conductivity and potentially high
variability) the NMM will increase its volume of measurement to, for example, 0.8-m radius in a sand
with a water content of 0.15 mL/mL. This variable radius of measurement makes the NMM so valuable
in large-scale studies, and so difficult to use when small-scale measurements are needed, such as the
exact water content of a soil layer in a texture-differentiated soil [51],

The large sampling volume of the NMM makes it unsuited to projects for which near-surface
measurements are needed. Special surface calibrations have been derived [52]. and various other
methods seem to have been used successfully for correcting the readings near clay interfaces [53-56],
Near-surface measurements also present an increased safety hazard for operators [57],

4.6.3. Calibration

The calibration of the NMM is more complicated than of other sensors as it is sensitive to soil
factors other than water. I am not aware of any accurate "universal" calibration, even if correction is
made for density and the hydrogen content of soil materials [58-61]. Quite rapid calibration techniques
have been developed and can give reliable results for little more work than the installation of the access
tubes [62].

4.6.3.1. The access tube

The NMM calibration is affected by the composition, thickness and diameter of the access tube.
Aluminium is usually recommended as it has minimal neutron absorption. However, steel is only slightly
different, is much cheaper and more long lasting, especially in alkaline soils. PVC and other plastics
containing hydrogen have the effect of confining the measurement volume and increasing the sensitivity
of the instrument [63]. Plastics also have an advantage in stony soils as they can allow small degrees of
curvature needed to avoid small stones without leaving a cavity next to the tube.

Analyses of various types of error with the NMM are available [18, 64. 65]. As a matter of
routine, the NMM should be used to measure a standard material [1]. ideally an unchanging container of
plastic [26, 66], to detect electronic faults - especially those causing slow changes. If this standard is
further related to the count in a container of water with an access tube the same as that used in the field
and counts expressed as a fraction of this figure, then many of the differences between meters can be
ignored [67],



4.6.3.2. Effect of non-water hydrogen

The NMM measures hydrogen content, and the single largest (non water) effect on the
calibration is caused by the hydrogen content of the (dry) soil. This hydrogen is present in most clays and
in organic matter, and can be measured by heating the (oven dry) soil in an oxygen atmosphere to 700°C
and measuring the water that is given off [68]. An approximate relationship for the water equivalent of
this hydrogen may be calculated from clay content in low organic matter soils [1]:

We = 0.124 (+0.012)C + 0.015

where

C is clay content (g/g),

and We is equivalent water (g/g) measured relative to 105°C soil weight.

A similar estimate is available for hydrogen in organic matter [69, 70].

4.6.3.3. Effects of density, stones, iron and trace amounts of neutron absorbers
The NMM calibration is also affected by soil density [71, 72], mainly as a result of the soil

hydrogen. The remaining effects are the scattering of fast neutrons and neutron absorption by small
quantities of chloride, oil, boron [73] and gadolinium [74]. The latter are relatively rare as soil
constituents, but occur in some localities in sufficient quantity to be significant. Stones [75, 76] and
ferruginous gravel [77] are more common problems.

4.6.3.4. Calibration of the NMM in a field with variable clay content horizons

The NMM is especially sensitive to errors caused by lateral variation in clay content, which is
particularly important during calibration where the number of samples is usually kept to a minimum and
is often "insufficient" for a proper sampling of the field. The effect of this problem on the NMM is more
than just an inaccurate calibration. Frequently the resulting calibration gives the correct answer for water
content, the aim of the calibration, but gives the wrong answer when one water content is subtracted
from the other to calculate water use. The different sample variance in wet and dry conditions can bias
the slope of the calibration.

The following calibration procedure is recommended for the NMM in clay-variable soil
horizons, i) Make the decision as to the number sacrificial calibration access tubes, based on the project
design aims and the estimated soil variability, ii) Group those tubes into pairs - and situate each pair as
closely as possible, one to be sacrificed in the dry condition and one in the wet. The assumption will be
made that the field soil texture is the same for the two tubes in the pair, and field error will be manifested
between pairs. In my experience, this assumption is reasonable if the tubes are positioned within 2 m,
which may not always be the case [24]. iii) Treat each soil horizon in each pair as a separate calibration.
A series of parallel lines should result, each defined by two points (mini-calibrations).
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estimator for water content in both.

Ideally, within each horizon mini-calibrations will be identical, and the data can be combined in
the normal way to produce a calibration for water content that can safely be used to calculate water use
also. In clay-variable horizons (Fig. 3), mini-calibrations are often displaced relative to one another.
When this happens, the slope of the combined calibration may be quite different to that of the average of
the mini-calibration slopes. If this is so, then it is necessary to produce two calibrations. The first
combines all data to produce a calibration for estimation of field water content that must not be used to
calculate water use [51]. The second is a slope calibration only, produced by averaging the slopes of all
the mini-calibrations, which must be used to estimate water use from the field by calculating NMM
count rate change by the slope.

5. CONCLUSION

Each soil water sensing method has strengths and weaknesses. A strength in one application may
be a weakness in another. Reliable sensing of soil water in the field requires that the user has an
understanding of the qualities and problems associated with the sensors that are available. To select the
right sensor, the user must have a good understanding of how its qualities fit the requirements of the
project.
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